KABLOONA
would you have heard a single impatient or angry word spoken
about these two. Of course they were teased a bit at night in the
igloo, and great tales were told of the man's comical futility;
but they were unfailingly taken care of. The others would say,
'He couldn't get here because of his sled': they would never say,
'The man doesn't know how to get over a trail.3 When tools
were lent him and he broke them, nobody complained. He
spent a couple of days at the Post and was about to start out
again when, at the last minute, Utak arrived running. Gould
the Post Manager 'lend' Utak a snow-knife? The ne'er-do-well
had just broken the one Utak had let him have. And this was
said -without bitterness, indeed with a laugh that showed atll
Utak's teeth. It was too bad! Of course he hadn't done it on
purpose, so no one could hold it against him.
There were Eskimos who had no food. No one said of such
a man, cHe was too lazy to do any trapping.' What people said
was, 'He did not trap this season.' Why he should not have
trapped was nobody's affair. I remember the case of a native
who had an ample cache offish and was well provided against
the winter. While he was at the Post, two Eskimo families
camped at his cache. Being without grub they opened it and
lived on it; and when he arrived, the cache was empty. Pity!
But it couldn't be helped.
Many people imagine that the sun is necessary to human
happiness and that the South Sea islanders must be the gayest,
most leisurely and most contented folk on earth. No notion
could be more falsely romantic, for happiness has nothing to do
with climate: these Eskimos afforded me decisive proof that
happiness is a disposition of the spirit. Here was a people living
in the most rigorous climate in the world, in the most depressing
surroundings imaginable, haunted by famine in a grey and
sombre landscape sullen with the absence of life; shivering in
their tents in the autumn, fighting the recurrent blizzard in the
winter, toiling and moiling fifteen hours a day merely in order
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